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Website designing has become quite popular as more and more businesses are opting for own sites
in order to promote their products and services. Web designers are easily available in the market,
sometimes at surprisingly cheap rates. The problem is not all have the knowledge and creativity to
give proper shape to clientsâ€™ demands.

Michael Rabb Hanover has gained repute as a talented web designer who is adept at offering
unique designs and related services. Though he is basically from Texas, he has travelled a lot for
education and work purposes. He has always been a gadget and technology geek and hence
decided to pursue studies in this field. He has done Bachelor of Science in Web Development from
Ohio and has also completed certification in Multimedia Design and Programming. In spite of his
educational background and wide experience, he decided to take up freelancing as career option
since it offers enough freedom to work at his own terms. He has the right imagination and technical
knowledge to offer unique designs which are simply loved by his clients. At the same time, he is
very particular about following all web standards and procedures. He makes sure that sites
designed by him not only look great but are easy to operate too.

Apart from web designing and development, michael rabb hanover further assists in content
management and blog developments. He is proficient in forum designing, e-commerce and flash
designing. If you have any requirement related to logo design, business card design or banner
design, he offers services in this regard. He takes care of website maintenance and hosting and
many other related services.  His charges are reasonable and depend on the type of work involved.
He is very particular in meeting deadlines. He has catered to large segments of clients who are
more than satisfied with his perfection and professionalism.

Michael Rabb Hanover draws strength and inspiration from his close knit family comprising of his
wife, two adorable kids and a loving pet. He has a simple and well organized lifestyle. He has a well
maintained house where he loves to relax with family members after a hard daysâ€™ work. He takes
care to follow a strict gym routine to get rid of extra pounds. This also helps in handling the stress at
work place. While he works hard, he makes it a point to keep the weekend free in order to spend
quality time with family and close ones. He doesnâ€™t mind calling friends and close relatives during
weekends and have some relaxed time with them. His wife being a good cook, her specially
prepared dishes always remain added attractions during such gatherings. He also loves to travel
with family whenever time permits. Thus they make it a point explore nearby locations or go for
trekking during weekends. The reason behind his success is his confidence and passion to pursue
his dreams. Also, he gives full credit to the support and strength he draws from his close ones.
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Johnowens - About Author:
a Mike Rabb from Hanover is a freelancer who has expertise in designing & developing websites for
corporate as well as individuals. He is extremely talented, has the right technical skill and creativity
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to offer unique designs which has always been appreciated. 
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